The subject of interest is the validation of a 3-D numerical computer model of a hypersonic fl ow around double cone geometry. The double cone geometry represents a generic space vehicle which enters the atmosphere at extremely high velocity. This leads to complex fl ow phenomena around the space vehicle. In this paper the fl ow-fi eld around the space vehicle is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
An important issue for the design of spacecraft vehicles is the effect of various fl ow phenomena around the spacecraft, especially for atmospheric entry. Due to the fact that the velocity of a spacecraft is highly hypersonic during re-entry, understanding these fl ow phenomena is essential for the design of a spacecraft. Therefore, a lot of academic and fundamental research has been done in this fi eld. Different studies analyze the fl ow phenomena around spacecrafts by using numerical methods (e.g. [1] [2] [3] ). Other authors investigated unsteady fl ow phenomena of different nose geometries in experiments and computer simulations (e.g. [4, 5] ). These authors mostly used 2-D computer-simulations because of the high complexity of their simulations, and because 3-D meshes would overcharge their computer systems. For this reason the authors also use symmetric boundary conditions.
The aim of this paper is the validation of a 3-D numerical computational fl uid dynamics model with experimental results. The understanding of the fl ow phenomena, especially the local temperatures, velocities, with Mach numbers and the position and strength of the shock waves are also of interest. To this end, several different generic double-cone geometries are placed inside a hypersonic Mach 9 wind-tunnel. During the experiments the pressure along the double-cones are measured. These measurements are compared to simulation results.
The presented numerical results are calculated on a 3-D mesh. Because of the complexity of 3-D results, the numerical solver utilizes an adaptive meshing tool. This tool enables the increase and decrease the local cell-length. In this way, the solver offers the possibility to refi ne and coarsen the mesh in according to the solver settings. Thus, the fl ow phenomena around the investigated regions are resolved more fi nely than the remaining mesh. Areas of high refi nement are those areas with high density fl uctuations, in general the boundary layer between shock-wave and double-cone. In this way computational cost is severely reduced and the numerical 3-D problem becomes manageable on a common system. An equally resolved static mesh would overcharge common systems.
In this paper the following approach is made. First the governing equations of the numerical solver are presented. Then the benefi t of using adaptive mesh refi nement is presented. It is shown that the modifi ed solver reaches the same fi nal solution as the static mesh solver while minimizing system resources and time. Then the new solver is used to resolve the complex fl ow phenomena around double-cone geometries in 3-D. The results are compared to measurement data and discussed. A good agreement between measurement and numerical results is presented and discussed.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The simulations are conducted with a modifi ed OpenFOAM solver 'rhoCentralFoam'. This solver solves the continuity eqn (1), the Navier-Stokes equations eqn (2) and energy eqn (3) . The detailed equations are presented below. The general derivations of these three equations are given in [6] .
The continuity eqn (1) defi nes that the change of density t ∂r ∂ inside the system is equal to the net fl ux of mass ∇ • ( ) u r r over the system boundaries. The Navier-Stokes Equation eqn (2) consist of the unsteady acceleration , u t ∂ ∂ r of the convective acceleration ( ), u u ⋅ ∇ r r of the pressure gradient (∇p), and the divergence of the viscous stress tensor t. I is the identity matrix tensor.
The energy eqn (3) includes the total energy density
and the divergence of the diffusive fl ux of heat j r which is proportional to temperature gradient ∇T and the thermal conductivity coeffi cient k:
Standard pressure correction methods often show bad agreement between computational results and experimental data for compressible hypersonic fl ows. Therefore, a different method is used by implementing own numerical procedures. The solver includes an explicit predictor equation and an implicit corrector equation for the diffusion of primitive variables instead of a pressure correction. The procedure is the well-known Kurganov's method (e.g. [7, 8] ). This reference solver was programmed by Greenshields and Welter. In general, the Kurganov fl ux correction corrects the pressure fi eld and the diffusive fl ux fi elds, which means a correction of the diffusive terms of the momentum equation and the energy equation. Thus the fl uxes of r, f, y, and e are interpolated at cell surfaces. The fl uxes are averaged inside the cell volume in combination with a weighting procedure and used in the iteration process of the solver. A detailed description of this solver is given in [9] .
3 ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT An additional feature of the modifi ed OpenFOAM solver is the adaptive mesh refi nement. This tool is able to refi ne local cells, depending on the density gradient (∇r). The threshold of the refi nement tool defi nes which cells are refi ned. To activate the mesh refi nement tool some essential changes to the solver's source-code are necessary. After the modifi cations, the mesh refi nement tool searches for cells with high density gradients which exceed a userdefi ned value. The located cells are selected for the cell refi nement. Therefore, the selected cells are divided into 8 sub-cells. This means that the cell borders are split into two parts in all three dimensions (2 3 = 8 cells). This leads to a new locally refi ned mesh. All calculated results of the basic cell are transferred to the new mesh and the iteration process is continued. The cell refi nement level is user-defi ned which means every cell is divisible in n-sub-cells. Only one refi nement level per time-step is possible.
The refi nement level is limited by the basic mesh. Only previously refi ned cells which fall below the user-defi ned critical value are coarsened to the next larger cell size.
To speed up the iteration process, it is practical not to refi ne cells in every time-step. The presented results of this paper are calculated on a mesh which was modifi ed every 100 timesteps. In this way, the dynamics of the process is well resolved and the fi nal solution is reached in an acceptable time. To make sure that the new adaptive mesh solver leads to the same fi nal solution, a benchmark test is performed on the same computer system. A comparison of fi nal results for pressure, temperature, velocity and density permits evaluation of the solution quality of the adaptive mesh solver. The time taken to reach the fi nal solution is also of interest.
Therefore, a basic low resolved mesh consisting of 16128 cells is constructed. This mesh is used for a simulation with the static solver and the adaptive solver. A third simulation was performed on a completely refi ned mesh consisting of 1032192 cells. In this way the cell lengths of the refi ned basic mesh is equal to the cell lengths of the completely refi ned mesh.
The performed test-case describes a supersonic fl ow over a forward facing step. The boundary conditions of all three test cases are identical.
The plots in Figs 1-3 show a comparison of the three different test cases. The fi rst picture shows the result of the statically refi ned mesh and the basic mesh, the second picture the result of the static high resolved mesh and the last picture shows the result of the adaptive mesh solver. The pictures are colored by pressure fi eld. The result of the statically refi ned mesh and the adaptive mesh solver are the same. The positions of pressure gradients (shock waves) are identical. The fi rst result is different to the other results. It can be seen that the fl ow shows the same basic characteristics as the other two simulations, but the shock waves are at different positions especially at the near-wall region. This is caused by the lower local resolution. Figure 4 compares the fi nal result of pressure, density, temperature and velocity fi elds of all three simulations at the horizontal center line of the simulation region. It is seen that the deviations of the fi nal solution of the completely refi ned mesh and the dynamic mesh are minute. These two results are in good agreement. The results of the basic low resolved mesh are not the same. The shock waves are at different positions. The main difference between the adaptive mesh simulation and the completely resolved mesh simulation is the computational cost. The adaptive mesh simulation takes 110000s. The static mesh simulation takes about 450000s. This means that the adaptive meshing solver is more than four times faster than the static mesh solver for the presented benchmark test. This speedup is caused by the smaller mesh. The adaptive mesh solver uses a minimum of cells. This means the mesh is smaller than 180000 cells. The static mesh solver uses a mesh with more than 1000000 cells. In this way the adaptive mesh solver saves a lot of computational cost and it is possible to reinvest this sources in a more detailed or complex simulation. Figure 5 shows the transient fl ow solution of the adaptive mesh refi nement solver of the forward step simulation at various times. These pictures are colored by pressure fi eld. The basic mesh is refi ned at the black areas.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE TEST FACILITY
The experimental set up is mounted inside the 'ZARM hypersonic wind-tunnel'. The wind-tunnel facility is a special kind of pressure vacuum tunnel called Ludwig tube. The large evacuated chamber is separated by a fast acting valve. At the upstream end of the valve a nozzle is connected to a long cylindrical tube. The air pressure and temperature inside this tube are adjustable. Figure 6 shows the Bremer Hochschul Hyperschallkanal BHHK (University of Bremen hypersonic wind tunnel). Inside the charging tube air is heated up to 900 K and pressurized up to 10 MPa (Fig. 6) . To start the process the valve opens rapidly and a shock wave propagates into the low-pressure region. In this way the hypersonic wind-tunnel generates a constant hypersonic speed in a range of 6 ≤ Ma ≤ 11 for 200 ms. Figure 7 shows the different double-cone geometries which are used for the validation test of the numerical solver. The major difference between these three conical geometries is the angle (C) of the second cone in degrees. The different geometries are shown in Fig. 8 . Therefore, the 'nose' of the R10-2030 geometry has a larger radius of curvature than the R05-2030 geometry.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
To defi ne the boundary conditions for the numerical solution some basic defi nitions according to [10] are used. For isotropic and ideal gas the following equations of the total temperature eqn (7), the Mach number eqn (8) , and the pressure eqn (9) are defi ned.
The following values are known for the experimental setup during operation time. The Mach number is equal to 9, the temperature inside the air accumulator tube of the windtunnel is T t = 900 K, the isentropic exponent of air is estimated as k = 1.4. This means that the temperature effect on the Mach number of the isotropic exponent is ignored for the boundary condition estimation. Reason for this decision is the variation of temperature inside the test facility. During experiments the temperature varied in a range of 50 K up to 900 K. Therefore, eqn (7) is used. • Outlet: The outlet boundary conditions for temperature, pressure and velocity are defi ned as 'zeroGradient'. This means all these variables are calculated from the results of the interior domain.
• Wall: The wall boundary conditions are used for the surface of the double-cone geometry.
The velocity is set to 0 . m U s = This leads to a no-slip boundary condition for the doublecone geometry. The heat fl uxes at the wall are neglected during the simulation time. The heat fl ux is very low, because of the short test period of 100 ms. Therefore, the wall is modeled adiabatically.
• To calculate the other operating conditions of the experiments only the system pressure must be changed.
Because of the used estimations of the boundary conditions of the numerical simulations, postprocessing was used for system check. The Mach number has very strong effect on the system fl ow fi eld especially at the pressure destruction. Therefore, postprocessing is used for the calculation of the Mach number. The postprocessing shows a fl ow velocity of Ma = 9.00613. This means a deviation of the Mach number is 1% larger than demanded.
6 NUMERICAL MOCK-UP The basic geometry was meshed with a 3-D meshing tool and is similar to the test cones of the experiment. The only difference between the experimental geometry and the numerical geometry is at the downstream region of the double-cones. Because of a hypersonic fl ow, the sharp angle behind the double-cone geometries has no infl uence on the upstream fl ow-fi eld. To reduce the calculation time the downstream area of all used double-cone geometries are simplifi ed in this area.
The basic meshes consist of about 700,000 hexahedral cells. The double-cone geometries shown in Fig. 8 are subjected to this study.
MEASUREMENT DATA AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The plots in Fig. 9 compare the experimental measurements (black dots and error bars) and the numerical data (gray lines and error-bars). The measuring rate of the pressure sensors equals 1000 Hz. For the evaluation of the experimental data the results are averaged over ten measured values. The standard deviation of the experimental data is calculated and presented. The gray line is the averaged surface-tangential value of the simulation. The shown standard deviation is calculated from the variation of these surface-tangential values. The y-axes of these plots shows the normalized pressure and the x-axes show the normalized length of the double-cone geometry.
The pressure is normalized with the respective static pressure at the cone tip. The length is normalized by the geometry. Therefore, the position of the cone tip (the position of the respective dynamic pressure) is equal to 0 and the end position of the edge of the related double cone is equal to 1.
Three different double-cone geometries and four different operating conditions are simulated and tested. For the generation of the four different test conditions the pressure inside the air accumulator tube of the wind-tunnel is varied from 4 MPa up to 10 MPa. Higher pressure inside the air accumulator tube leads to higher mass-fl ow through the system and this leads to higher pressures at the surface of the double-cone geometry during the experiments. This relation also conforms to eqns (7)- (9) . The normalized results of measurement and simulation data are very similar. The comparison of all test series of the respective double-cones shows that the pressure values behave in the same manner. The deviations between the four different operating conditions of the measurement and the simulation results are within the related standard deviation although there are small geometric deviations between the experimental test cones and the numerical mesh. The experimental test cones have small cavities for the pressure measurement along the cone geometry as is shown in Fig. 7 . These cavities have been ignored in the generation of the CFD mesh. Figure 10 shows the simulation result of surface pressure distribution and the fl ow fi elds around the R10-2030 double-cone.
The value of the standard deviation of the pressure is a degree of unsteady fl ow-fi eld along the double-cone geometry. As is visible in the plots of Fig. 9 , the shape of the nose has a heavy infl uence on the pressure variabilities in the near-wall area. The reason for this phenomenon is the geometry of the related cone. A ball headed cone like the R10-2030 and R05-2030 generates a less unsteady fl ow than the sharp edge headed R00-2030 cone. The phenomenon of pressure variabilities is visible in the experimental and the numerical results in the same manner. These phenomena of unsteady fl ow-fi eld around hypersonic test objects are subjects of many other studies (e.g. [5, 11] ).
Also of interest is the temperature along the double cone geometry. Figure 11 shows that the shape also has a strong infl uence on the local temperatures. The temperature is independent of the mass-fl ow through the system. The plots in Fig. 11 shows the normalized temperature distribution of the different operation conditions. Figure 12 shows an image of the working experiment (left-hand side) and the solution of the numerical solver (right-hand side) for the R10-2030 double cone. The picture on the left-hand side is taken with a striation optic, the picture on the right-hand side is extracted from the numerical solution and colored by the total density. These two pictures are in good agreement. The deviations are very low and it is conceivable that these deviations arise from two different sources. The fi rst source is the color scaling of the numerical data. The relation between black level and density of the striation optic is not known. So the coloration of the right-hand side picture has to be estimated. The second source of deviation is a different view.
The experimental image illustrates a 3-D experiment. This means it contains density information of all three dimensions. The right-hand side illustrates a 2-D cut through the numerical solution. This image contains only information about two dimensions. Although there is some difference between these two pictures, the comparison shows that the density increase and decrease are practically at the same position.
8 CONCLUSIONS Three different double-cones have been tested in a hypersonic wind-tunnel at a Ma = 9. The results of the experiments were used for a validation test on a numerical solver. The operating mode of the numerical model was illustrated. The used mesh and the used boundary conditions are displayed and explained. The solver implements an adaptive meshing tool which increases the local number of cells in dependence on the local density gradient. This leads to a complete resolved mesh around the double-cone geometry, especially in the region between the shock-wave and the test object.
For all presented numerical test-cases the adaptive mesh refi nement tool works correctly and stable and the region between the shock-wave and the double-cone geometry is higher resolved than the basic mesh. The results of the experiments and the numerical solution are presented and related in normalized plots. These plots show good agreement between the experiments and the numerical model for all three double-cones and the different operating conditions.
Finally, a photograph of a striation optic during operation and a rendering of the fi nal computational solution are compared to each other. Both pictures display the same behavior of the fl ow-fi eld around the double-cone.
Further investigations are underway to implement additional terms into the source code of the numerical solver for the description of additional forces which act on the fl ow-fi eld. The next stage of solver development is to implement electric heating inside the fl ow-fi eld due to an electric ignition between an anode and a cathode.
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